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Introduction: Reminiscence therapy has been a high-benefit and low-cost

measure of psychosocial intervention for older adults in recent years. It has

attracted much attention in the intervention study of older adults without obvious

cognitive impairment. This study aimed to evaluate the e�ects of reminiscence

therapy on psychosocial outcomes among older adults without obvious cognitive

impairment and analyze the divergences of di�erent intervention programs (form,

duration, and setting) on outcomes.

Methods: We searched the commonly used databases and used RevMan 5.4 in

the meta-analysis (PROSPERO-ID: CRD42022315237). All eligible trials used the

Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool and the E�ective Public Health Practice Project quality

assessment tool to identify the quality and determine the bias risk grade.

Results: Twenty-seven studies were included, involving 1,755 older adults.

Meta-analysis showed that reminiscence therapy has a significant e�ect on both

depression and life satisfaction. Group reminiscence played a significant role

in improving life satisfaction. Depression symptoms were not a�ected by the

intervention duration (P = 0.06), while life satisfaction was significantly improved

after more than 8 weeks of intervention (P < 0.00001). Intervention settings

drove di�erences in depressive symptoms (P = 0.02), and the e�ect size of the

community was larger.

Conclusion: Reminiscence therapy can significantly reduce depressive symptoms

and improve life satisfaction. There are di�erent e�ects of reminiscence therapy

in di�erent intervention schemes on psychological outcomes among older adults.

More well-designed trials with large sample sizes and long-term follow-ups are

necessary to confirm and expand the present results.

Systematic review registration: https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_

record.php?RecordID=315237, identifier: CRD42022315237.
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reminiscence therapy, older adults, psychosocial outcomes, depression, life satisfaction,
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1. Introduction

With the decline in the fertility rate, weakened family function,

and imperfect social support, the psychosocial health of older

adults has become a global public health problem (1, 2). A

systematic review showed that the improvement of social and

psychological outcomes of older adults with non-obvious cognitive

impairment is the decisive factor for active aging (3). Research

has confirmed that psychological interventions can improve the

social and psychological wellbeing of older adults (4). Therefore,

systematic analysis of psychological intervention studies on older

adults has attracted the attention of researchers.

Reminiscence therapy has been a high-benefit and low-

cost measure of psychosocial intervention for older adults

in recent years (5). The concept of reminiscence therapy is

that people review and reflect on significant personal past

experiences to promote pleasure, better quality of life, and

adaptability (6). It mainly includes instrumental reminiscence,

spiritual reminiscence, transmissive reminiscence, and integrative

reminiscence (7). Existing reminiscence therapy intervention

programs are designed in various forms and types of combinations.

Shellman et al. (8) adopted individual integrative reminiscence

therapy to alleviate depression in older adults by recalling positive

events and transferring negative thinking. Meléndez-Moral et al.

(9) used group instrumental reminiscence therapy to improve

the psychological resilience and adaptability of older adults

by reviewing life experiences and analyzing effective strategies.

Analyzing literature found that the existing reminiscence therapy

has intervened in the psychosocial outcome indicators of older

adults through various forms and types of combinations, and

has been widely explored in the promotion of the psychological

wellbeing of older adults.

As ameans of psychological intervention, reminiscence therapy

is applied in the form of individual and group therapy (10, 11).

Amieva et al. (12) applied reminiscence therapy in group sessions,

which did not significantly improve individual cognitive function,

depression, or other outcomes, and noted that individualized

intervention should be used for older adults. When comparing the

effects of individual and group reminiscence therapy on depression

in older adults, Bai and Shen (13) found that reminiscence therapy

could effectively reduce depression, and individual reminiscence

therapy was less effective than group reminiscence therapy on

depression remission. Furthermore, Roback (10) evaluated the

adverse consequences of group reminiscence therapy in terms of

privacy, individualized management, therapist attributes, and risk

factors. Although the effects of group and individual reminiscence

therapy on different psychological outcomes in older adults have

been extensively studied, the choice of form for intervention

remains controversial.

Woods et al. (14) have shown that the effects of reminiscence

therapy can depend on the differences in the setting and duration

of intervention. Chao et al. (15) organized 12 nursing home older

adults to participate in reminiscence therapy once a week for

an hour, for a total of nine sessions. Results show older adults

in reminiscence group did not significantly reduce depression or

improve life satisfaction. Choy and Lou (16) invited 46 older

adult community residents to carry out reminiscence therapy once

a week, one and a half hours each, for a total of six sessions.

The results show that the depression level of older adults was

significantly reduced, but no improvement in life satisfaction was

found in the post-test. Thus, due to the diversity of program designs

in reminiscence therapy, there are differences in the improvement

of psycho-social outcomes among older adults without significant

cognitive impairment.

At present, the design and implementation of reminiscence

therapy programs are usually completed based on literature

or experience (17–19), but the small sample size limits the

promotion and reliability of intervention design (20). Meta-

analysis becomes a powerful way to pool data to find the best

intervention design. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis

evaluated the effects of a reminiscence-based intervention on a wide

range of psychosocial outcomes in older adults without cognitive

impairment, with subgroup analyses of intervention forms (21).

Results demonstrated the effectiveness of the intervention but did

not show differences across intervention forms. However, a study

of life review intervention for older adults conducted a subgroup

analysis of the intervention design and indicated that depression

in older adults was markedly reduced only when the duration

of the intervention was >8 weeks (22). Therefore, the optimal

intervention design for reminiscence therapy and the differences in

psychological outcomes between diversity intervention designs are

unknown. There is an urgent need to explore specific interventions

for reminiscence therapy in older adults through meta-analyses.

Based on the uncertainty of current reminiscence therapy on

the psychological outcome indicators among older adults and

the important role of intervention implementation (7). The aim

of this study was to through systematic evaluation and meta-

analysis evaluate the effect of reminiscence therapy on psychosocial

outcome indicators among older adults without obvious cognitive

impairment and explore the effect of different reminiscence therapy

intervention programs (e.g., intervention form, duration, and

setting) in older adults without obvious cognitive impairment.

The study not only provides theoretical support for reminiscence

therapy for old adults but also provides an evidence-based basis

for health promotion workers to implement the intervention

with reminiscence therapy. It will be conducive to the in-depth

implementation of social and psychological health promotion for

older adults.

2. Method

This review was carried out and reported according to the

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines. This systematic review has been

registered in PROSPERO with the number CRD42022315237.

2.1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Studies were included as follows: (1) Randomized controlled

trials (RCT) or quasi-experimental studies; (2) Participants (≥60

years) were cognitively intact or without significant cognitive

impairment as well as depression, memory loss, suicidal tendencies

or acute mental disorders (e.g., Mini-Mental Status Exam score of

21 or higher); (3) Any form of reminiscence therapy compared with
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routine nursing or other types of intervention; (4) Studies reporting

any of the following psychosocial-related outcomes: depression,

loneliness, anxiety, self-esteem, and hopelessness. Studies were

excluded if theymet the following criteria: (1) Observational studies

and other types of studies, such as case reports, commentaries,

literature reviews; (2) Older adults with impaired cognition

or dementia or depression or other psychiatric disorders; (3)

Participants were also receiving other types of interventions (e.g.,

reminiscence mixed physical exercises or clinical treatments) that

could interfere with the outcomes; (4) The whole quality of the

study was weak.

2.2. Literature search and selection

English databases (such as PubMed, EMBASE, Ovid, CINHAL,

MEDLINE) and Chinese databases (CNKI and Wanfang Data)

were searched from inception until Feb 1st, 2022 using the

following search terms: “aged (Mesh)” OR “old people” OR “older

adult∗” OR “elderly” AND “reminiscence” OR “reminiscence

therapy” OR “reminiscence intervention” NOT “dementia” OR

“Alzheimer’s”. This review focused on psychosocial well-being, but

psychological results were not included in the search terms to

ensure that as many relevant studies reporting broad psychological

results were found as possible. Additional articles were manually

identified from the reference lists of the retrieved articles. Two

researchers independently screened the literature back-to-back

according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Divergences were

resolved through discussion with a third reviewer.

2.3. Quality assessment and data extraction

The quality and the bias risk grade of all eligible trials were

identified or determined by the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool

(23). Its evaluation principles include six aspects: selection bias,

implementation bias, measurement bias, data bias, publication

bias and other bias. The Effective Public Health Practice Project

(EPHPP) quality assessment tool was selected to assess the quasi-

experimental study, and it includes six aspects and three ratings

(24). It was designed for non-randomized intervention studies and

has been shown adequate content validity (25). Two reviewers

assessed all included studies independently, and disagreements

were resolved through discussion with the third reviewer. The final

results are shown in the graphs generated by Review Manager 5.4.

The following data were extracted from the studies: the first author,

year of publication, country, proportion of females and focused on

study designs, especially intervention contents, duration, frequency

and outcomes.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Data analyses were conducted in ReviewManager Software. For

continuous variables, the mean difference (MD) and standardized

FIGURE 1

PRISMA diagram summarizing the records retrieval and workflow.
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mean difference (SMD) were selected as the summary measures

for the same outcome measured by the same or different scales,

respectively. Heterogeneity was quantified using the χ
2-test and I2

statistic. Generally, p > 0.1 and I2 < 50% suggested that there was

no significant heterogeneity; thus, a fixed-effect model was used.

Otherwise, a random-effects model was used. When heterogeneity

was too large to combine, we solved it by narrative descriptions. In

addition, when more than 10 studies were included in the meta-

analysis, funnel charts were used to assess publication bias (23).

The data were checked and entered by two researchers, and the

level of significance was taken as 5%. In this review, 17 studies

provided complete data for analysis. However, due to differences in

statistical methods, 10 studies did not present the data we needed

(mean, SD). We converted the study data of Cook (26) through

the formula recommended by the Cochrane handbook. Predefined

subgroup analysis was based on the different characteristics of

the intervention program (i.e., forms, durations, settings, and

follow-up time), and the primary outcomes were summarized

and presented.

3. Results

3.1. Literature search results

A total of 2,445 records were initially retrieved. A total of

432 duplicate records were excluded. Subsequently, after filtering

by title and abstract, 1.915 records were excluded. The remaining

98 studies were fully reviewed, and 73 studies did not meet

the inclusion criteria. In addition, 5 studies were obtained from

relevant research references. Two studies were included after a

thorough review. Finally, 27 studies were included, including 21

randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and 6 quasi-experimental

studies. Figure 1 shows a detailed screening process.

3.2. Study characteristics

Characteristics of the included studies were shown in

Supplementary Table 1. A total of 27 studies were reviewed,

including 1,755 older adults. The sample size ranged from 24 to

168. Of these studies, six (8, 17, 26–29) were from the United States,

three (18, 19, 30) were from Turkey, three (9, 31, 32) were from the

Dominican Republic, three (33–35) were from Iran, two (36, 37)

were from Spain, three were from Malaysia (38), Australia (39)

and Korea (40), and seven (15, 16, 41–45) were from China. The

average age ranged from 65.7 to 84.8. Most studies (n = 20)

involved mixed gender groups, four studies included only female

participants, and three studies recruited only male participants.

Eighteen studies provided intervention in the form of groups,

while 9 studies provided interventions in the form of individual

sessions. The range of intervention sessions ranged from 3 to

16, mostly once a week, 3 twice a week and 1 once a month.

The duration of intervention ranged from 2 weeks to 16 weeks,

and each duration ranged from 20min to 4 h. Fourteen studies

involved post-intervention follow-up, ranging from 1 day to 6

months. In addition, the instructors varied among the studies,

including psychologists, nurses and health specialists, students,

trainers and unidentified personnel. The more common indicators

are depression, anxiety, life satisfaction, and so on.

3.3. Study quality

Of the 21 RCTs included, more than 75% presented a low

risk of bias in the randomized sequence generation, blinding

of outcome assessment, and selective reporting. The outcomes

of over 60% of the included studies were not affected by the

blinding of participants and personnel, and complete data were

reported, without any other significant potential bias. However,

the specific process of allocation concealment was not clearly

described in 43% of the studies (Figure 2). In addition, six

quasi-experimental studies were rated as moderate or strong in

quality, and three studies were weak on blinded evaluations

(Table 1).

3.4. Results of psychosocial outcomes

3.4.1. Depression
A total of 15 studies reported depression as an outcome,

and only 12 of them provided sufficient data for a meta-

analysis. The pooled data indicated that the experimental group

with reminiscence therapy had a significant effect compared to

the control group (SMD: −0.61, 95% CI: −0.94, −0.28). This

provides support for reminiscence therapy to effectively relieve the

depressive symptoms of older adults (Figure 3).

3.4.2. Life satisfaction
Nine studies assessed the effect of life satisfaction on older

adults and seven studies including 462 participants provided

sufficient data. The pooled data showed a significant difference

in the improvement of life satisfaction between the reminiscence

therapy and control groups (SMD: 0.40, 95% CI: 0.21, 0.58).

For the remaining two studies (28, 36) without sufficient data,

both reported significant increases in life satisfaction. Therefore,

it could be said that reminiscence therapy plays a significant

role in the improvement of life satisfaction in older adults

(Figure 4).

3.4.3. Self-esteem
Six studies assessed the effect of reminiscence on self-esteem,

but one (36) did not provide definitive data. Although the

heterogeneity of these five analyzable studies was extremely high

(I2 = 92%), five studies all reported markedly improvements in

self-esteem. One study (26) found that the participants in the

reminiscence group scored higher on the mean than the control

group (Supplementary Figure 1).

3.4.4. Loneliness
Four studies assessed the effect of reminiscence on loneliness,

and all provided sufficient analyzable data. Although the

heterogeneity was significantly high (I2 = 97%), all four
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FIGURE 2

Risk of bias graph of RCTs.

TABLE 1 Quality evaluation of quasi-experimental studies.

Author/year Selection
bias

Study
design

Confounders Blinding Data
collection
methods

Withdrawals
and
dropouts

Global
rating

Chao et al. (15) M S M W S S M

Ligon (27) M M S M S S S

Meléndez Moral et al. (36) M S M W S M M

Sok (40) S S M W S S M

Saredakis et al. (39) M S M M M M S

Wu (41) M S M M S S S

S, strong; M, moderate; W, weak.

FIGURE 3

E�ect size of the reminiscence therapy group vs. the control group on depression rating scores.

studies reported a significant decrease in the mean score

of posttest loneliness. In addition, three studies measured

loneliness scores after 3 months of follow-up, two studies

(42, 43) found a decrease in loneliness, and the study

by Syed Elias et al. (38) found no significant difference

(Supplementary Figure 1).

3.4.4. Anxiety
Three studies assessed the effect of reminiscence on anxiety.

After summarizing the data, it was found that the heterogeneity was

noticeably high (I2 = 95%). Of the three studies, two found (33, 35)

a significant decrease in anxiety levels compared to the control

group, while one study (38) found a decrease in anxiety scores
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FIGURE 4

E�ect size of the reminiscence therapy group vs. the control group on life satisfaction rating scores.

TABLE 2 Results of subgroup analysis of depression.

Subgroups I
2 Studies

(n)
Participants

(n)

SMD 95% CI P (overall
e�ects)

P (group
di�erences)

Form of intervention P = 0.02

Individual sessions 0% 2 119 −1.21 −1.60,−0.81 P < 0.00001

Group sessions 74% 10 592 −0.58 −0.93,−0.23 P = 0.001

Duration of intervention P = 0.06

<8weeks 77% 4 186 −0.75 −1.41,−0.08 P = 0.03

=8weeks 0% 3 211 −1.14 −1.43,−0.84 P < 0.00001

>8weeks 36% 5 314 −0.51 −0.84,−0.18 P = 0.003

Setting of intervention P = 0.02

Care home 63% 9 511 −0.60 −0.92,−0.28 P = 0.0003

Community 0% 3 200 −1.12 −1.42,−0.82 P < 0.00001

I2 , heterogeneity; SMD, standardized mean difference.

on the posttest, but the difference was not statistically significant

(Supplementary Figure 1).

3.4.5. Happiness
Two studies assessed the effect of reminiscence on happiness.

One study (34) explored the influence of narrative reminiscence

on the happiness of elderly women, and the results showed no

significant difference compared with the control group, while

another study (44) found a significant increase in happiness for

empty-nest older adults (Supplementary Figure 1).

3.5. Results of subgroup and sensitivity
analysis

We made a subgroup on depression and life satisfaction,

and conducted a sensitivity analysis for depression because it

included more than 10 studies. The preset subgroup analysis was

based on the different characteristics of the intervention, i.e.,

forms, durations, settings and follow-up time of the intervention.

However, only depression had sufficient post follow-up data, but

we abandoned it due to large heterogeneity in both subgroups (I2

= 85%, I2 = 93%).

Among the pooled results of depression subgroup comparisons,

there were statistically significant differences in the form and

setting of the intervention but no significant differences were found

in duration (P = 0.06). Subgroups of individual sessions (SMD:

−1.21; 95% CI: −1.60, −0.81) and community (SMD: −1.21; 95%

CI: −1.42, −0.82) showed larger effects. However, from subgroup

comparisons of aggregated life satisfaction results, we found

significant differences in the forms, duration and settings of the

intervention. Compared with individual sessions, group sessions

were statistically significant (SMD: 0.45; 95% CI: 0.25, 0.65). The

intervention effect did not appear to be significant when the

intervention time was −8 weeks (SMD: 0.11; 95% CI: −0.22, 0.44),

whereas reminiscence was more effective when the duration was

longer than 8 weeks (SMD: 0.53; 95% CI: 0.30, 0.75). Furthermore,

we found significant differences in different environments of
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TABLE 3 Results of subgroup analysis of life satisfaction.

Subgroups I
2 Studies

(n)
Participants

(n)
SMD 95% CI P (overall

e�ects)
P (group
di�erences)

Form of intervention P = 0.15

Individual sessions 0% 1 59 0.05 −0.46, 0.56 P = 0.85

Group sessions 0% 6 403 0.45 0.25, 0.65 P < 0.00001

Duration of intervention P = 0.04

<8weeks 0% 2 140 0.11 −0.22, 0.44 P = 0.51

>8weeks 0% 5 322 0.53 0.30, 0.75 P < 0.00001

Setting of intervention P = 0.04

Care home 0% 5 322 0.53 0.30, 0.75 P < 0.00001

Community 0% 2 140 0.11 −0.22, 0.44 P = 0.51

I2 , heterogeneity; SMD, standardized mean difference.

FIGURE 5

Funnel plot of the included studies on depression.

intervention. The results showed that reminiscence had no effect

on older adults in the community (SMD: 0.11; 95% CI:−0.22, 0.44)

but had significance on the residents of care homes (SMD: 0.53;

95% CI: 0.30, 0.75). Main results were summarized in Tables 2, 3.

In addition, sensitivity analyses for depression showed that

excluding any study individually had no substantial effect on SMD

on a scale of −0.79 (95% CI: −1.07, −0.52) to −0.61 (95% CI:

−0.94,−0.28).

3.6. Publication bias

The publication bias of depression was assessed by visual

observation of funnel plots. From the funnel plot distribution,

scattered points mostly gathered in the middle and upper parts

and moved closer to the middle, but there were also phenomena

near the bottom that dispersed outwards. Overall, the results

were slightly asymmetrical, suggesting that there may be potential

publication bias in the included studies that could influence the

results (Figure 5).

4. Discussion

4.1. Primary outcomes of the review

Reminiscence therapy is a common psychosocial intervention

that is recognized as an effective way to improve the health and

wellbeing of older adults. Compared with other reviews in this

field, our review only focuses on older adults without significant

cognitive impairment, including more comprehensive studies and

more experimental evidence. Depression and life satisfaction

showed significant effects after meta-analysis and subgroup analysis

of pooled data.

4.1.1. Depression
The SMD result for depressive symptoms was −0.61 (95%

CI: −0.94, −0.28), and the effect size was between medium

and large (46). The findings provided some convincing evidence

that reminiscence can be beneficial for reducing depression in

older adults without obvious cognitive impairment (47, 48). It is

worth noting that although older adults are not diagnosed with

depression, they usually suffer from depressive symptoms related

to long-term stressors and negative emotions (49), so they exhibit

low interest and immerse themselves in reflection on negative life

experiences. Studies on individual and group reminiscence have

both reported improvements in depressive mood. The reason is

that reminiscence therapy not only helps to provide pathways for

older adults to express unsolved emotions, unknown fears and

negative stress to prevent and improve depressed moods (50), but

also effectively mobilizes positive emotions by evoking pleasant

memories of the past and stimulating conversations with tangible

reminders, such as old photos, historical objects, videos and songs

(51). However, during reminiscence therapy, recalling negative life

events will likely deepen non-pleasant memories and gradually

perpetuate depressed mood in older adults (52). Therefore, it was

recommended to use structured and positive reminiscence themes

to avoid negative memories caused by the free recall to aggravating

depression mood.
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4.1.2. Life satisfaction
The results showed that the SMD for life satisfaction was

0.40 (95% CI: 0.21, 0.58), indicating that reminiscence therapy

significantly improved the life satisfaction of older adults, with an

effect size between small and medium (46). Reminiscence plays a

positive role in restoring, maintaining or enhancing meaning and

satisfaction in later life, transforming negative events into positive

outcomes, and is directly related to life satisfaction (53). The self-

positive function of recall is especially important when people

tend to ignore positive information and indulge in memories

that support their dysfunctional thoughts (54). The reminiscence

process can help people findmore complete and detailed life stories,

reinterpret them in a way they understand, and view their lives in a

more realistic and objective way (31). In the process of weaving life

stories, they will give practical meaning to their past experiences,

not just objective judgment and negative reflection (55). Therefore,

reminiscence therapy can effectively mobilize the positive emotions

of older adults and improve their sense of expectation and goals

in life. This is consistent with previous reviews reporting that

reminiscence therapy improves life satisfaction in older adults

(56). It was worth noting that the factors associated with life

satisfaction were different for men and women (57). Therefore,

future research could categorize the population and choose more

suitable reminiscence types and themes for precise interventions,

which might preferably improve the life satisfaction of older adults.

4.1.3. Other psychosocial outcomes
We assessed other psychosocial outcomes, such as self-esteem,

loneliness, happiness, and anxiety. Although meta-analyses were

not performed due to the limited number of studies related

to these outcomes and the large heterogeneity of pooled data,

we observed that most studies showed multifaceted benefits of

reminiscence therapy as an active intervention for older adults.

Reminiscence therapy provides participants with opportunities

for interaction and interpersonal communication and enhances a

sense of meaning in life (58). During reminiscence and interactive

feedback, participants experienced empathetic understanding and

self-improvement, which improved their psychological wellbeing

(42). Meeting other people with similar psychological problems and

life experiences canmake older adults realize that they are not alone

(59). Reminiscing helps older adults to internally re-evaluate their

past while reviewing past experiences, leading to better attitudes

and higher levels of happiness (34). In the process of sharing

meaningful life experiences, they more actively express themselves

and share feelings, thus reducing loneliness and enhancing feelings

of self-esteem (15). These beneficial effects can be continuously

stimulated and reinforced during the recall process, thus enhancing

and sustaining their feeling of happiness, ultimately improving the

quality of life among older adults and reducing negative emotions

such as anxiety (35). In conclusion, reminiscence therapy plays a

positive role in the overall psychosocial wellbeing of older adults

(56, 60). Future research should continue to explore the effects of

reminiscence therapy on the broader psychological outcomes of

older adults, such as adaptation difficulties, perceived stress, and

quality of life, to providemore empirical support for the application

of reminiscence therapy.

4.2. Form of intervention

Based on analyzable outcome indicators, we divided

intervention forms into individual reminiscence and group

reminiscence for subgroup analysis. Results show that more studies

employed group sessions and reported validity on outcomes

among older adults without obvious cognitive impairment. Of

the seven studies on life satisfaction, six used group sessions,

which showed significant statistical significance compared with

individual reminiscence (P < 0.01). The only study that used

individual sessions did not significantly improve life satisfaction

(27). In addition, of the twelve studies on depression symptoms,

ten used group sessions. And the significant difference was detected

between the group and individual sessions (P = 0.02). However,

while two studies using individual sessions appeared to produce

larger effects (SMD: −1.21), seven studies with group sessions

all reported significant improvements in depression. This result

was consistent with a systematic review by Liu et al. (61) which

supported that group reminiscence therapy was more effective than

individual reminiscence therapy in reducing depression symptoms

in older adults.

Research shows that individual reminiscence therapy is suitable

for meeting individual needs, but it requires more manpower,

material, time, and resources. The form of individual reminiscence

therapy is face-to-face, which cannot provide a broad social

platform for older adults. However, group reminiscence therapy

focusesmore on promoting the integration and interaction between

older adults and the environment, helping to establish social

networks and obtain a sense of social support and belonging.

Taking into account the economic input per capita, group

reminiscence therapy is more cost effective than individual therapy

(62). Therefore, based on previous evidence and data analyzed,

it can be fully demonstrated that the overall benefit of group

reminiscence is higher than that of individual reminiscence (63).

4.3. Duration of intervention

Previous review studies have realized the potential impact

of duration on intervention, but most of them are descriptive

analyses in the form of narratives. Based on sufficient analyzable

data, we conducted a subgroup analysis of intervention duration,

which provided data support for the optimal intervention duration

of reminiscence therapy among older adults without obvious

cognitive impairment. For the outcome indicator of depression

symptoms, intervention durations <8 weeks (3–6 weeks), equal

to 8 weeks, and longer than 8 weeks (9–16 weeks) were

statistically significant. Therefore, when designing reminiscence

therapy for the improvement of depression symptoms in older

adults based on resource conservation and optimal effects, the

duration of intervention does not need to be too long, but

it must be more than 3 weeks. As Stinson et al. (17) found

that depression symptoms scores were measured in older adults

at 3 and 6 weeks of reminiscence therapy, indicating that the

intervention duration had to be more than 3 weeks to observe

a significant improvement in depression scores. In addition, only
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when the duration of reminiscence was more than 8 weeks (9–

16 weeks) was the improvement in life satisfaction of older adults

statistically significant (P < 0.00001). The results illustrated that

the same intervention duration had different effects on different

psychological outcomes. Thus, when designing the program of

reminiscence therapy to simultaneously improve depression and

life satisfaction of older adults, interventions should last for more

than 8 weeks to ensure that the overall effect is significant. A

study found that life satisfaction was affected by many dimensions,

including lifestyle and family relationships (64). Therefore, it

may take longer to observe an improvement in life satisfaction

among older adults, which was consistent with our results (16,

27). However, there is no evidence of a significant correlation

between the duration of each intervention and the effectiveness of

the outcome. Therefore, the duration of each intervention needs

to be reported more to explore the evidence for obtaining the

best effect of reminiscence therapy under the best duration of

each intervention.

4.4. Setting of intervention

The intervention setting of reminiscence therapy was divided

into community and care home for subgroup analysis. The results

showed that reminiscence therapy had a greater effect on the life

satisfaction of older adults living in care homes than on adults in

the community. This is in contrast to the findings of Bohlmeijer

et al. (60). Data showed that reminiscence therapy significantly

improved life satisfaction for care home residents (P < 0.00001),

but no significant effect was detected for community residents

(P = 0.51). Coincidentally, both community-implemented studies

had an intervention duration of fewer than 8 weeks, which may

have contributed to this result. Studies indicate that older adults

in care homes are more lacking in attention (65), and they are

easy to receive social support and wellbeing through interventions

and activities. In addition, different intervention settings had

significant differences in depression symptoms of older adults (p

= 0.02), and the effect in the community was larger (SMD:−1.12).

Research suggests that community older adults may have lower

negative status than those in care homes and institutions (66), and

depression symptoms are worse among older adults in care homes

(67). In addition we observed that most of the research data came

from care homes, with fewer community-implemented studies.

Therefore, reminiscence therapy should be further explored in the

community to extend and contrast existing research findings.

5. Limitations

This meta-analysis review had some limitations. First, this

review pays more attention to published studies in both Chinese

and English, which may be a potential bias. Second, this review

included as many eligible trials as possible, but the overall quality

was limited. On the one hand, we do not deny the possibility that

these studies have incomplete data and other biases, and even some

studies that do not provide the mean and/or standard deviation

are excluded. On the other hand, the quality assessment tool

emphasizes blindness and allocation concealment, resulting in a

harsh score for reminiscence therapy trials. As a result, the strength

of evidence in the present study is subject to certain restrictions.

Third, although we evaluated the effects of reminiscence therapy on

psychosocial outcomes in older adults without significant cognitive

impairment, only very limited research data (e.g., depression and

life satisfaction) were available for meta-analysis. When exploring

intervention duration and intervention setting on life satisfaction,

two studies led to the same results in the same subgroups.

Therefore, more research data are needed in the future to explore

whether the between-group differences are driven by intervention

duration or setting. Fourth, we tried to pay attention to the impact

of different follow-up periods on outcome indicators, but the time

ranged from 1 day to 6 months. Although we collected 1-month

and 3-month follow-up data on depression, the data were limited

and the heterogeneity between subgroups was too large to pool.

Therefore, future research on reminiscence therapy should focus

on the practice of long-term effects.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, reminiscence therapy is a worthwhile

intervention for reducing depression symptoms and life satisfaction

and improving self-esteem, while reducing loneliness and anxiety

in older adults without obvious cognitive impairment. Group

reminiscence was used more frequently and the overall effect was

better. Different psychological outcomes had different effects with

the same intervention duration and setting. Thus, more well-

designed trials with large sample sizes and long-term follow-up are

necessary to confirm and expand the present results.
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